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Half a Day11Test

Part I
Vocabulary & Grammar

Directions: Choose the best answer from the four choices marked A, B, C and D.

  1.  I don’t think it’s wise of you to show ______ your greater knowledge in front of the director, for

it may offend him.

A. up B. off

C. out D. in

  2.  That statement, if not properly explained, might ______ misunderstanding.

A. get ready for B. go in for

C. go back on D. give rise to

  3.  Scholars maintain that social developments can easily bring ______ language changes.

A. up B. about

C. out D. forward

  4.  Whenever I have an appointment, I like to arrive ______.

A. ahead of time a little B. a little time ahead

C. a little ahead of time D. ahead of a little time

  5.  Generally, it is only when animals are trapped that they ______ to violence in order to escape.

A. proceed B. appeal

C. resort D. incline

  6.  It suddenly occurred to Anne that money couldn’t _______ all that Bob had suffered in the past five

years.

A. live up to B. make up for

C. make out D. live through

  7.  They often took _______ of his lack of experience.

A. benefit B. advantage

C. use D. good

  8.  Peter will _______ as managing director when Bill retires.

A. take off B. take over

C. take to D. take up

  9.  Crossing the bridge, she felt dizzy and clung _______ the rails.

A. onto B. into

C. on D. to
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10.  He spoke so _______ that even his opponents were won over by his arguments.

A. bluntly B. convincingly

C. emphatically D. determinedly

11.  One cause of the Civil War was the economic and political _______ between the South and the

North.

A. rivalry B. rival

C. context D. contract

12.  You can expect sore muscles after a lot of physical _______.

A. pain B. strength

B. force D. exertion

13.  Overcoming setbacks takes time, efforts and _______.

A. permanence B. perseverance

C. resistance D. independence

14.  We are making good progress, but we must not _______ until we have achieved our objective.

A. give up B. let up

C. put up D. draw up

15.  We persuaded him to give up this uninteresting job, but all _______.

A. in vain B. out of mind

C. wastefully D. intentionally

16.  The road _______ over two hundred miles through the heart of the country.

A. increased B. stretched

C. heightened D. proceeded

17.  The problems of the company were so _______ and confusing that nobody fully understood all of

them.

A. startled B. observed

C. intricate D. convinced

18.  Electrical appliances such as toasters or hair dryers are designed to _______ the ability of an

electric current to heat a wire.

A. take the risk of B. make sense of

C. take responsibility for D. make use of

19.  Almost _______ fruits and vegetables contain riboflavin; the richest sources are leafy green

vegetables such as spinach, kale, or turnip greens.

A. every B. some

C. all D. none

20.  To balance a budget is to show that the sum of a man’s earnings _______ the sum of his expenditures.

A. equals B. equal

C. equaled D. equaling

21.  Before the first non-stop flight made in 1949, it _______ necessary for all planes to land for refueling.

A. would be B. has been
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C. had been D. would have been

22.  By the end of last term, he had written to a number of colleges, received three letters of acceptance,

and _______ two campuses.

A. saw B. seen

C. seeing D. to see

23.  He decided to go to the museum as soon as he _______.

A. finishes what he did B. would finish what he was doing

C. finished what he did D. finished what he was doing

24.  Marilyn doesn’t have _______ gas in her car.

A. some B. no

C. lots D. any

25.  _______ yet knows how long and how seriously the shakiness in the financial system will drag

down the economy.

A. Nobody B. Anybody

C. Somebody D. Everybody

26.  If it doesn’t rain within the next few weeks, the crops will have to be watered if they are _______.

A. to survive B. to be survived

C. being survived D. surviving

27.  She returned home _______.

A. overjoying B. to overjoy

C. overjoyed D. being overjoyed

28.  A thief who broke into a church was caught because traces of wax, found on his clothes, _______

from the sort of candles used only in churches.

A. come B. which came

C. coming D. had come

29.  By the time Neil Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin walked on the moon in 1969, there _______ many

space explorations.

A. will have been B. had been

C. have been D. must be

30.  Some fleas have one or two eyes, but others have _______.

A. none B. no

C. any D. no one
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Part II
Translation

Directions: Translate the following sentences into English.

  1� �� !"#$%&�� !"#$%�to show off�

   __________________________________________________________________________

  2� �� !"#$%&'()*+,-.�to take advantage of�

   __________________________________________________________________________

  3� �� �!"#$%&'�()*+,-.�to resort to�

   __________________________________________________________________________

  4� �� !"#$%&' !(�to make�

   __________________________________________________________________________

  5� �� !"#$%&'()*+�to make out�

   __________________________________________________________________________

  6� �� !"#���� !�� !"#$%&'()*�to make up�

   __________________________________________________________________________

  7� �� !"#$%&'(�� !"#$%&'()�to make up for�

   __________________________________________________________________________

  8��� !"#�$%&'()�to make... out of sb.�

   __________________________________________________________________________

  9��� !!"#$%&'()*+,-./0123�� !"#$%�to one’s relief�

   __________________________________________________________________________

10��� !"#�� !"#$%&�� !"#$%&'(

   __________________________________________________________________________
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Part III
Cloze

Directions: Complete the following passage with the words that best fit into each blank.

Have you ever asked yourself why children go to school? You will       1       say that they go to learn

their own language and other languages, arithmetic, history, science and all the other       2       . That

is quite true, but why do they learn these things? And are these things       3       that they learn at school?

We send our children to school to       4       them for the time when they will be big and will have

to work for themselves. Nearly all they study at school has some       5       use in their life, but is that

the only reason why they go to school?

There is more in education than just learning facts. We go to school       6       all to learn how to

learn, so that when we have       7       school we can continue to learn. A man who really knows how

to learn will always be successful, because       8       he has to do something new which he has never

had to do before, he will rapidly teach himself how to do it in the best way. The uneducated person, on

the other       9       , is probably unable to do something new, or does it badly. The purpose of schools,

therefore, is not just to teach language, arithmetic, etc.,       10       to teach pupils the way to learn.

  1. A. probably B. properly C. easily D. hardly

  2. A. problems B. subjects C. topics D. issues

  3. A. those B. ones C. every D. all

  4. A. rely B. make C. get D. prepare

  5. A. true B. fortunate C. lucky D. practical

  6. A. above B. over C. on D. in

  7. A. remained B. left C. stayed D. sent

  8. A. whenever B. whichever C. whatever D. however

  9. A. way B. hand C. method D. side

10. A. and B. that C. but D. so
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Part IV
Reading Comprehension

Directions: In this part, there are two passages followed by some questions or

unfinished statements. Choose the best answer to each of them.

Passage 1

How often one hears children wishing they were grown-up, and old people wishing they were

young again. Each age has its pleasures and its pains, and the happiest person is the one who enjoys what

each age gives him without wasting his time in useless regrets.

Childhood is a time when there are few responsibilities to make life difficult. If a child has good

parents, he is fed, looked after and loved, whatever he may do. It is impossible that he will ever again

in his life be given so much without having to do anything in return. In addition, life is always presenting

new things to the child�things that have lost their interest for older people because they are too well-

known. But a child has his pains: He is not so free to do what he wishes to do; he is continually being

told not to do things, or being punished for what he has done wrong.

When the young man starts to earn his own living, he can no longer expect others to pay for his food,

his clothes and his room, but has to work if he wants to live comfortably. If he spends most of his time

playing about in the way that he used to do as a child, he will go hungry. And if he breaks the laws of

society as he used to break the laws of his parents, he may go to prison. If, however, he works hard, keeps

out of trouble and has good health, he can have the great happiness of building up for himself his own

position in society.

  1.  According to the second paragraph, the author thinks that ______.

A. life for a child is comparatively easy

B. a child is always loved whatever he does

C. if much is given to a child, he must do something in return

D. only children are interested in life

  2.  After a child grows up, he ______.

A. will have little time playing

B. has to be successful in finding a job

C. can still ask for help in time of trouble

D. should be able to take care of himself

  3.  Which of the following statements is NOT true according to the passage?

A. People are often satisfied with their life.

B. Life is less interesting for old people.

C. Adults are not free to do what they want to do.

D. Adults should no longer rely on others.
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  4.  The paragraph following the passage will most probably discuss ______.

A. examples of successful young men

B. how to build up one’s position in society

C. joys and pains of old people

D. what to do when one has problems in life

  5.  The main idea of the passage is that ______.

A. life is not enjoyable since each age has some pains

B. young men can have the greatest happiness if they work hard

C. childhood is the most enjoyable time in one’s life

D. one is the happiest if he can make good use of each age in his life

Passage 2

From the time we are born, most of the simple decisions are taken away from us. We are constantly

told what to do and what not to do. In childhood, how often we have at some stage heard, “Eat your dinner

now, because it’s dinner time. If you don’t eat it now, don’t ask for food later when you’re hungry.” These

experiences mould the child into the ways of society rather than allowing him or her to grow up

relatively free from social constraints. The mealtime example serves to underline the conditions under

which children are born and bred to conform to the ways of society and the group. By its very nature

society is inherently hostile to individuality. It has an inbuilt resistance to allowing the individual to

flower in his or her own way.

All social institutions, whether medical, religious, social or economic, demand a high degree of

mental conformity (��) as the price of membership. By the age of around seven, most children are

already indoctrinated (��) into a conformist mode. Whilst there are certainly advantages to social

conformity, there is also a price that is not immediately apparent. In internalizing and adopting society’s

conceptual models and structures, the individual is induced into acting in violation of his own nature.

Society conditions us to such an extent that we tend to conform not only in the way that we think,

but also in the way that we live, especially with regard to eating habits. Instead of discovering our

uniqueness and living according to our own inner dictates, most of us follow instead the dictates of

parents, politicians, clergy, the media and peer groups. In obeying these external voices�which may

even be the original cause of some of our worst illnesses�we deny our essential nature.

  1.  Why are most of the simple decisions taken away from us since we are born?

A. We have to obey parents in order to get food.

B. Social constrains prevent us from developing individuality.

C. We have to obey nature so as to grow up healthily.

D. The ways of society and the group encourage us to behave like our parents.

  2.  Which of the following does not belong to the “external voices” described by the author?

A. Friends.

B. Internet.
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C. Loudspeaker.

D. Priests.

  3.  Which of the following statements is supported by the passage?

A. If we don’t follow our basic nature, we may even get sick.

B. Social institutions allow us to flower in our own way.

C. We pay high price to have a better life in modern society.

D. At mealtime, we eat as much as possible in case we get hungry later.

  4.  Which of the following statements is NOT true?

A. We learn to adopt social concepts from early age.

B. To some extent social conformity is necessary.

C. We need to fight against our own nature to get used to society.

D. If we don’t listen to our parents, we may get worst illnesses.

  5.  What does the word “uniqueness” in the last paragraph mean?

A. Commonness.

B. Difference.

C. Similarity.

D. Singleness.
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Part I
Vocabulary & Grammar

Directions: Choose the best answer from the four choices marked A, B, C and D.

  1.  Hudson said he could not kill a living thing _______ the motive of hunger.

A. except B. apart from

C. besides D. except for

  2.  A message is coming ______ that he has been set free.

A. out B. over

C. through D. on

  3.  When the committee ______ to details, the proposed plan seemed impractical.

A. got down B. set about

C. went off D. came up

  4.  Last year the advertising rate ______ by 20 percent.

A. raised B. aroused

C. arose D. rose

  5.  She remains _______ and optimistically untroubled by our present problems.

A. confident B. confidential

C. confidence D. confidently

  6.  Please be careful when you are drinking coffee in case you ______ the new carpet.

A. crash B. pollute

C. spot D. stain

  7.  It will do you good to _______ your food thoroughly.

A. eat B. bite

C. chew D. taste

  8.  He had to move because he couldn’t _______ his roommate’s friends; they were too noisy.

A. experience B. adopt

C. comprehend D. stand

  9.  Standing on the top of the hill, we could see smoke _______ from the burning houses.

A. floated B. retreated

C. billowed D. relieved

10.  He doesn’t like walking around _______ his shoes when he is at home.

A. on B. in

Going Home22Test
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C. with D. at

11.  The shoplifter ran into the crowd and _______ from the sight, the detective had no idea about it.

A. vanished B. escaped

C. melted D. perished

12.  “I like your flower garden very much. It’s so lovely.” “Thank you very much. Everything is

_______ bloom now.”

A. at B. by

C. in D. on

13.  The old lady _______ herself in making clothes for her neighbor’s children.

A. devoted B. engaged

C. contributed D. flung

14.  Each year, autumn leaves announce the end of summer and the _______ of winter in an outburst

of color.

A. approach B. coldness

C. absence D. decoration

15.  Under the fierce offensive the enemy troops were forced to _______ hastily from the field of battle

to the coast.

A. retreat B. retire

C. retrieve D. respond

16.  The architect Susan Irons believed that a building should be designed to _______ its function and

its location.

A. enhance B. decorate

C. alter D. fit

17.  Although punctual himself, the professor was quite used ______ late for his lecture.

A. to have students B. for students’ being

C. for students to be D. to students’ being

18.  Ted couldn’t remember the exact date of the storm, but he knew it was _______ Sunday because

everybody was at ______ church.

A. /, the B. a, /

C. /, a D. the, /

19.  The idea of traveling through ______ space to other planets interests many people today.

A. a B. the

C. / D. one

20.  ______ lack of frogs has led to a sharp increase in _______ number of mosquitoes in farming

areas.

A. The...the B. A...a

C. /.../ D. The...a
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21.  The director recommended that she _______ more English before going abroad.

A. studies B. study

C. will study D. studied

22.  The books _______ from the car when we got to the bookstore.

A. were just unloading B. were just being unloaded

C. had just unloaded D. would just been unloaded

23.  When I was on the track team, I used to _______ the 400-meter.

A. run B. running

C. be running D. being running

24.  While Mary _______ a pail of milk from the barn to the kitchen, she spilled some of it on her skirt.

A. carried B. had carried

C. was carrying D. had to carry

25.  You don’t think we were all _______ careless, do you?

A. that B. this

C. such D. as

26.  The assignment for Thursday is to write _______ composition about your hometown.

A. a five-hundred-words B. a five-hundreds-word

C. a five-hundred-word D. a five-hundreds-words

27.  The professor paused as if _______ his students to ask questions on the point he had just made.

A. expecting B. having expected

C. expected D. to have expected

28.  Parents were torn from their homes, husbands from their wives, to disappear forever as if _______

       up in death.

A. being swallowed B. having swallowed

C. to swallowed D. swallowed

29.  A function of the government _______ order to society and to promote the public welfare.

A. are to bring B. is to bring

C. will be to bring D. have brought

30.  We had been in Athens for not more than two days _______ it became obvious that we needed a

guide.

A. until B. as

C. before D. since
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Part II
Translation

Directions: Translate the following sentences into English.

  1� �� !"#$%&�� !"#$%&'()�to be engaged in�

   __________________________________________________________________________

  2� �� !"�� !"#$%&'()*+,-.$/01234567�to arrive in�

   __________________________________________________________________________

  3� �� !"�� !"#$%&'()&*+,�-./01�to be aware of�

   __________________________________________________________________________

  4� �� !�� !"#$%&��  !!"#$%&'�� !!"#$%�to pull out�

   __________________________________________________________________________

  5� �� !"#$�� !"#$%&'(�to get caught up in�

   __________________________________________________________________________

  6� �� !"20�� !"#$%&'( 20�� !"#$%&'()*+, -./�to

dream of�

   __________________________________________________________________________

  7��� !"#$%&'()*+,-./�to get through with�

   __________________________________________________________________________

  8��� !"#$%&'(�to keep sth. done�

   __________________________________________________________________________

  9��� !�"#$%&'()*+,-.�to take part in�

   __________________________________________________________________________

10��� !"#$%&'()*�to turn�

   __________________________________________________________________________
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Part III
Cloze

Directions: Complete the following passage with the words that best fit into each blank.

The horse and carriage is a thing of the past, but love and marriage are still with us and still closely

interrelated. Most American marriages,       1       first marriages uniting young people, are the result

of mutual attraction and affection       2       practical considerations.

In the United States, parents do not       3        marriages for their children. Teenagers begin dating

in high school and usually find mates through their own academic and social       4       .

Though young people feel free to choose their friends from groups, most choose a mate of similar

      5       .

This is due in part to parental guidance. Parents cannot select spouses for their children, but they

can usually       6       their choices by voicing disapproval of someone they consider unsuitable.       7       ,

marriages between members of different groups (interclass, interfaith, and interracial marriages) are

      8       , probably because of the greater mobility of today’s youth and the fact that they are       9       by

fewer prejudices than their parents. Many young people leave their hometowns to attend college, serve

in the armed forces, or pursue a career in a bigger city.

Once away from home and family, they are more       10       to date and marry outside their own

social group.

  1.  A. specially B. naturally      C. particularly   D. fortunately

  2.  A. more than B. rather than      C. less than   D. better than

  3.  A. arrange B. engage      C. manage   D. propose

  4.  A. position B. association      C. contract   D. contacts

  5.  A. background B. situation      C. circumstance   D. condition

  6.  A. influence B. make      C. afford   D. provide

  7.  A. Therefore B. However      C. Moreover   D. Likewise

  8.  A. declining B. prohibiting      C. increasing   D. reducing

  9.  A. restrained B. retained      C. reserved   D. restricted

10.  A. likely B. possible      C. reluctant   D. lonely
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Part IV
Reading Comprehension

Directions: In this part, there are two passages followed by some questions or

unfinished statements. Choose the best answer to each of them.

Passage 1

My sisters and I had cherished fine dreams of a home in the city, but when the Alcott family found

itself in a small house at the South End without a tree in sight, only a backyard to play in, and no money

to buy any of the splendors before us, we children all rebelled and longed for the country again.

Anna soon found little pupils, and trudged (��) away each morning to her daily task, pausing at

the corner to wave her hand to me in answer to my salute with the duster. My father went to his classes

at his room downtown, mother to her all-absorbing poor, the little girls to school, and I, Louisa, was

left to keep house, feeling like a caged seagull as I washed dishes and cooked in the basement kitchen

where my prospect was limited to a procession of muddy boots.

Good drill, but very hard, and my only consolation (��) was the evening reunion when all met

with such varied reports of the day’s adventures, we could not fail to find both amusement and

instruction.

Father brought news from the upper world, and the wise, good people who adorned (��) it;

mother, usually much dilapidated (�� ) because she would give away her clothes, with sad tales

of suffering and sin from the darker side of life; gentle Anna a modest account of her success as a teacher,

for even at seventeen her sweet nature won all who knew her, and her patience quelled (��) the most

rebellious pupil.

My reports were usually a mixture of the tragic and the comic, and the children poured their small

joys and woes (��) into the family bosom where comfort and sympathy were always to be found.

  1.  The main impression we get from this reading is that the Alcotts was______.

A. a family with lots of serious problems

B. an extremely poor family

C. a happy, united family

D. a family that should have remained in the country

  2.  Louisa’s mother occupied herself with ______.

A. students

B. housework

C. poor people

D. her husband and children
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  3.  Anna was a successful teacher because ______.

A. she had a strong sense of discipline

B. she was extremely intelligent

C. she knew her subjects well

D. she had a wonderful disposition

  4.  Louisa’s principal responsibility was ______.

A. to cook

B. to wash dishes

C. to run the house

D. to feed the seagulls

  5.  Louisa looked forward to ______.

A. everyone coming home in the evening

B. moving to the city

C. joining Anna at her school

D. keeping house during the day

Passage 2

I got up and dressed, stuck my violin under my jacket, and went out into the street to try my luck.

I wandered about for an hour, looking for a likely spot, feeling as though I were about to commit a crime.

Then I stopped at last under a bridge near the station and decided to have a go.

I felt tense and shaky. It was the first time, after all. I drew the violin from under my coat like a gun.

It was here, in Southampton, with trains rattling overhead, that I was about to declare myself. One

moment I was part of the hurrying crowds, the next I stood apart, my back to the wall, my hat on the

pavement before me, the violin under my chin.

The first notes I played were loud and raw, like a declaration of protest, and then they settled down

and began to run more smoothly and to stay more or less in tune. To my surprise I was neither arrested

nor told to shut up. Indeed, nobody took any notice at all. Then an old man, without stopping,

surreptitiously (���� ) tossed a penny into my hat as though getting rid of some guilty evidence.

I walked the streets of Southampton for several days, gradually acquiring the truth of the trade by

trial and error. It was not a good thing, for instance, to let the hat fill up with money�the sight could

discourage the patron (�� ); nor was it wise to empty it completely, which could also confuse him,

giving him no hint as to where to drop his money. Placing a couple of pennies in the hat to start the thing

going soon became a regular ritual, making sure, between tunes, to take off the cream, but always

leaving two pennies behind.

Old ladies were most generous, and so were women with children, shop girls, typists and barmaids. As

for the men: Heavy drinkers were always receptive and so were big chaps with muscles. But never a man

with a bowler hat, briefcase or dog; respectable types were the meanest of all, except retired army officers,

who would bark “Why aren’t you working, young man?” and then over-tip to hide their confusion.
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  1.  What does the phrase “have a go” in the first paragraph mean?

A. Escape from being caught after a crime.

B. Try his luck after his choosing the spot.

C. Get on a certain train to go traveling.

D. Leave and change to another spot.

  2.  When he began to play the violin, he thought that ______.

A. he would play tunes like a declaration of protest

B. people would let him move somewhere else

C. he would get into trouble

D. people would stop and listen to him

  3.  The first man that gave him money ______.

A. seemed to have broken the law

B. dropped the money by mistake

C. was too busy to stop

D. didn’t want to attract attention

  4.  According to the passage, the author thinks the best way of encouraging people to give a street-

violinist money is ______.

A. let the hat fill up with money first

B. leave a small amount of money in the hat

C. make sure to empty the hat at regular intervals

D. choose the best place to play more smooth tunes

  5.  Those retired army officers over-tipped the author because they ______.

A. wanted to cover up their confusion

B. wanted to show that they were rich

C. felt sorry for him

D. wanted him to leave here soon




